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Key Benefits

Extended detection
and response (XDR) 
Detect faster. Respond smarter. Secure everywhere.

Achieve significant time
savings and ROI with the
most comprehensive XDR
solution. Rapid7 delivers
sophisticated D&R outcomes
with greater efficiency and
efficacy, wherever you are in
your security journey.
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Time to value delivered
through fast SaaS
deployment, robust
out-of-the-box (OOTB)
features, and easyto-use customization
capabilities
Superior signalto-noise with our
comprehensive
breadth of detection
capabilities, vetted in
the field by Rapid7 MDR
experts
Accelerate responses
with access to
expertise, high context
alerts, and integrated
automation
Bolster efficiency with
all of your security
telemetry unified into a
single intuitive platform

Whether organizations are scaling existing IT systems, prioritizing digital transformation,
or still catching up to remote work from anywhere, they continue to be challenged by
the sprawling attack surface. Security teams need the right technology, intelligence and
expertise. Most have assembled a collection of solutions to provide full visibility into their
environment, (a good thing). But the silos bring inefficiencies and missed threat signals,
(a bad thing).
Rapid7 XDR changes the game, especially with industry-wide staff strain and resource gaps.

Key Customer Challenges

Sprawling Attack Surface

Attack surface is expanding faster than security capacity, giving
attackers more opportunities and advantages

Noise & Alert Fatigue

Disparate security tools in silos create noise and resource draining
complexity

Skills Gap, Staff Crisis

Analysts are challenged to respond quickly and confidently because
they are resource and information constrained

With Rapid7 XDR, teams can achieve fast, accurate detection and response (D&R) outcomes,
with unmatched signal-to-noise, integrations, and response automations covering their
entire environment.
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Rapid7 finally

360o Attack Surface Coverage & Automation

lets me sleep at
night. Everything
is being covered,
even when I am
not in the office. If
something happens,

Eliminate threats everywhere. With Rapid7 XDR, get an actionable, 360O view of your
entire attack surface, both on-premises and cloud. This solution collects, correlates,
and analyzes diverse telemetry from across your environment (including clear/deep/
dark web, endpoint, cloud, applications, logs, network, users, etc.). High context
alerts and pre-built automation workflows ensure that when threats are found, your
team is enabled to respond quickly and confidently.

I’ll be notified. It
really helped us to
understand a lot of
things that happen
in our environment/

Endpoint

User
Context

Cloud

Logs

Network

network and
made us feel more
confident about our
security posture.
IT Admin,
Medium Enterprise
Manufacturing, via TechValidate

Analyze

• 13 Mos Data
• Log Search
• Dashboards
& Reporting

Detect

• ABA
• EDR
• NDR
• Cloud TDR
• UEBA

• IOC
• Custom Alerts
• Deception Tech
• FIM

Respond

• Investigations
• Recommendations
& Playbooks

• SOAR
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When I put Rapid7

Faster, Earlier Detections

in place my response
time went from three
to four hours to ten
to fifteen minutes.
I see what it is and
how to remediate it.
Everything is right
there. I can query
the endpoint or get
information and
pull up different
things on the user.

Rapid7’s threat intelligence enables teams to detect earlier in the kill chain by learning
of the intent of a threat actor even before the attack is launched. Detect and respond
to the most advanced, elusive threats with a robust detection library (curated by the
Rapid7 Threat Intelligence and Detections Engineering - “TIDE” - team and vetted in
the field by our own MDR SOC, to ensure a strong signal to noise and actionability)
spanning from known bad to highly suspicious. Every investigation creates a highly
correlated view of relevant events and evidence that span multiple security telemetries
in a single incident timeline.

Respond Smarter
Rapid7 XDR provides contextual alerts with embedded threat intelligence — all from one
single platform. This reduces the need for console switching and increases efficiency
for security teams so they can make faster, more informed decisions. Right from within

Kerry LeBlanc,
IT Security Engineer, Bioventus

a single console or from Slack or Microsoft Teams, analysts can block active threats,
quarantine assets, suspend user accounts, force password resets, and take many other
actions, all while leveraging existing ticketing systems.

PRODUCTS

insightCloudSec
insightVM

insightIDR

insightAppSec

To learn more or start a free trial, visit:
https://www.rapid7.com/try/insight/
SUPPORT

Customer Portal

| Call +1.866.380.8113

Threat Command
insightConnect

